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THE FOURTH DIMENSION
For a long time an idea of something beyond the
scope of man's senses has been discussed by him.

The

topic has a wide variety of aspects. all of which fall
under a mathematical term namely the fourth dimension.
This term has real meaning only in the mathematical definition and the other aspects that have used the phrase
only seem to detract from that definition.

My purpose

is not to judge these ideas but to rather explore them

-

once the mathematics of the phrase have been exposed and
thereby summarize for my reader what man has thought and
done to explain scientifically the world in which he lives
by the theory of the fourth dimension.
In the first section of my paper I will hopefully
develop for the reader the idea of a fourth dimension as
would be described by a mathematician through the use of
analogy with what is known of man's three dimensional
world and what would happen if he could compare beings in
a lesser space and thereby project his findings to four
dimensions.

This idea is not new and several sources can

be cited which use this method for the development in a
readable form.

The classic example is a book by Edwin A.

Abbott entitled Flatland.

A Romance of Many Dimensions by
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a Square! (1) and its sequel Sphereland by Dionys Burger (3).
The second section deals with man's mathematical
evolutie)n in transforming himself from a mythical being to
a cosmologist and theorist of the universe by his expanding
knowledge.

Man's mathematics has always been dependent on

his own experience.

Physics and the other sciences have

been retarded at times by the lack of development of the
mathematics to explain them.

Mathematics, on the other hand,

has been delayed because of the lack of need to develop certain avenues for the sciences.

In this section we will,

therefore, trace man as a one dimensional character (the
trivial case - except in some specific modes of transportationh a two dimensional character as he roams the face of
the ear'th and as a three dimensional being since he has
learned to fly and escape the orbit of the earth in spatial eXJpeditions.

By a consequence of some of his measurements,

we will discuss the possibility of regarding him as in a
four dimensional existence.
The next aspect is of great importance since the
work of Einstein and his contemporaries in the field of
physics..

It is the viewing of time as it relates to the

measurelnents of space in what is generally referred to as
the

spa.~e~time

continuum.

It can be shown that the fourth

dimensie)n has very real foundations when viewed in this context, but differs from the theories behind what mathematicians
would normally agree to as dimensions.

This section will
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be satisfying for some and quite disruptive for the pure
mathematical mind who has wrestled with the imagined concepts thus far.
Another section is one in which a. theory of my
own is brought to light.

Many of my readings have dealt

with the preceding topics but none have, so far as I know,
established a theory of the correspondence between the fourth
dimension and the relatively new (no pun intended) physical
phenomenon of the blackhole.
The blackhole will be compared with the Klein bottle
and some thoughts will be given as to what the blackhole represents in space and the dangers involved in experimentation
with them.

-

A fina.l category will deal with the supernatural,
the possibility of ghosts, and a possible scientific explanation of phenomenon such as the ascension.

Here again

lies both a feeling of superior intelligence for some, as
well as a jolt again for the pure mathematical mind, but
even more dangerously for the most pious.
So far we have said very little about the fourth
dimension, but it would not be misunderstood if already a
reader'S mind is starting to wander.

If one dimension is

possible. and two dimensions are possible, if three dimensions are part of every man's existence and if the author
is about to assert that a fourth dimension is also possible,
what then about the fifth, the sixth. or even the nth dimension.

Mathematically this argument coupled with the
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existence of higher degree equations in algebra is enough
to prove the existence of such phenomenon.

We need only

to use ·mathematical induction to get any number of dimensions.

To conclude that more than three dimensions exist,

outside our known space, may involve philisophical questions
that we will be unable to resolve.

We will briefly mention

these topics to show their correspondence to the mathematical co:ncept.
The Mathematics of the Fourth Dimension
The fourth dimension basically is a geometric idea
wi th its origin in the field of algebra..

These two branches

of mathematics are closely related and so it should come as
no surprise if we jump back and forth between these two
branches of mathematics quite freely.
The geometry and algebra of one dimension is really
quite s.imple.

In algebra the one dimensional case is char-

acteris'tic of all equations that can be written in terms of
one variable.

As an example one may consider
2x ...

3

~

13.

The geometry involved with such a problem is usually
represented by a measurement along a number line which is
one dimensional - having infinite length but no width or
depth a::; we generally understand the words.

Another way to

view this case of dimensions is that once a. beginning point
and unit of length has been established along the line, a
point

e~Ul

be represented by one number - corresponding to the
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number of units away from the point of zero.

Either

argument will suffice for a definition of one dimension.
Two dimensional algebra is analogously those
equations involving two variables.
2x + 4y

For example consider

= 20.

This type of equation gives rise to geometrical figures
contained in an arbitrary plane.
The picture from geometry usually drawn is referred to as the cartesian product space with axis of reference
labeled x and y.

Any point on the figure described by the

two variable equation can be located by two numbers representing the perpendicular distance from each axis.

Viewing

as we did in the one dimensional case, a plane is a figure
with no depth but with both infinite length and infinite
width.
A similiar generalizing procedure can be used to
expand to three dimensions or algebraic equations of the
type.
2x ~ 4y -

5z

= 19.

Expressions of this type represent surfaces in three
dimensi,onal geometric space with three axis each perpendicular to the other two.

Each point on the surface can be

represented by three numbers, the perpendicular distance
of the

~oint

pair of axis.

from the plane described by each corresponding
Using the other definition the figures will

have at most length, width, and depth.
By anology this generalizing procedure will work
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fine for the algebra part of our discussion with the four
dimensional equation becoming
2x -

4y

5z - 6w : 131.

+

The consideration and modeling of what we have
algebraically described by our equation, is impossible in
our geometrical space.

Human beings have traditionally

viewed their world from a three dimensional standpoint
and it would seem ridiculous, in fact absurd, to suppose
that there are four lines each perpendicular to the other
three.
A mathematician will agree, but by sufficient study
of the dimensions where pictures are at his disposal, he
can develop techniques to work with the idea of higher
dimensi()ns.

It is important to note that nobody, mathemat-

icians included, have physically seen or visualized four
dimensions but the mathematician finds the abstract idea
useful.
In Flatland. A Romance of Many Dimensions. the author
narrated a story with characters from a two dimensional
world.

The setting was a group of geometrically shaped

figures moving about and leading quite ordinary lives complete with politics and philosophies in a universe
both width and length, but no depth.

contain~ng

Everything seemed com-

plete tC) them as long as they were not bothered with thoughts
outside their experience.

The following quote was a dis-

cussion between the narrator and his grandson on the subject

-

of

geomE~try.
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Taking nine Squares. each an inch every way
I had put them together so as to make one large
Square, with a side of three inches, and I had
hence proved to my little Grandson that - though it
was impossible for us to see the inside of the
Square - yet we ascertain the number of square
inches in a Square by simplY squaring the number
of inches in the side. 'and thus' said I 'we know
that 32 , or 9 represent the number of square inches
in a Square whose side is 3 inches long.'
The little Hexagon (grandson) meditated on
this a while and said to mer 'But you have been
teaching me to raise numbers to the third power.
I suppose 33 must mean something in Geometry; What
does it mean? "Nothing at all," replied I, tlnot
at least in Geometry; for Geometry has only two
Dimensions." And then I began to shew the boy how
a Point by moving through a length of three inches
makes a Line of three inches, which may be represented by 3, and how a Line of three inches,
moving parallel to itself through a length of three
inches, makes a Square of three inches every wayr
which may be represented by 32 •
Upon this, my Grandson, again returning to
his former suggestion, took me up rather suddenly
and exclaimed, "Well, then, if a Point by moving
three inches, makes a Line of three inches represented by 3; and if a straight Line of three
inches, moving parallel to itself, makes a ~uare
of three inches every way, represented by 3 2 , it
must be that a Square of three inches every way,
moving somehow parallel to itself (but I don't see
nowt must make Something else (but I don't see
what) of three inches every way - and this must
be represented by 33 •
"Go to bed," said I, a little ruffled by
thi:9 interruption. "If you would talk less nonsense, you would remember more sense." (1, p. 64-65).
Just as they had trouble relating to what we commonly call a cube with their limitations, it is but a small
step to theorize that we may have similiar problems in
thinki~~

about a fourth dimension with our limitations.

Our imaginary figure would be found by taking a cube and
moving it somehow parallel to itself (but one probably
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can' t slee how) making an, we shall adopt the term, "overcube"
of three inches every way and represented by )4.
Now by analogy we should be able to decide the
number -of geometrical figures bounding our four dimensional
Object.

A line has two endpoints and one line.

A square

from two dimensions has four endpoints or vertices, two for
the original line and two for the line that ended the movement.

The square has a line that corresponds to the original.

one that corresponds to the end position plus two described
by the points as they moved the distance, and one square
drawn out as the line moved through its path.

In going to

the three dimensional figure. we get four points for the

,-

first

~wo

dimensional figure and four for the last.

We get

four lines for the first figure. four for the last, and four
new lines from the movement of each of the four points of
the square.

There is a square in the first plane, a square

in the last, and a square described by each of the four
lines as they move in the direction of depth.
It is not difficult to see that our number of points
have been increasing arithmetically with two points, then
four points, and finally with eight points.

The number of

lines have incresed with first I then 4, and lastly 12 lines.
The number of squares was zero in the first case, one in the
second, and six in the third dimension.

~he

number of cubes

was zero in the first and second dimensions and one in the
third dimension.
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The fourth dimensional object we described as the
overcube would have 16 points, 8 for the cube in the first
positio:n, 8 for the cube in the last.
lines~

It would have 32

12 for the first cube, 12 for the last cube and 8

drawn by each of the 8 points in transition.

It would have

24 squares, 6 from the first cube, 6 from the last. and 12
marked out by the 12 lines traveling through the fourth
dimension.

Lastly. our overcube would obtain eight cubes,

one for the first position, one for the last, and one for
each of the six squares as they are transferred from start
to finish.

Thus our overcube is a four dimensional object

with 16 points, 32 lines, 24 squares, and 8 cubes describing
its boundary.
Another way to view the fourth dimension is to take
a look at what may be described to the layman as handedness.
Take for example two objects that have identical surfaces
in every way and place them on a table.

Two right handed

gloves ::nay be made to occupy exactly the same area on the
table, one after the other, by sliding them on the surface.
However, with a pair of gloves, one left handed, one right
handed, and both palms up, one would be hard pressed to make
the two gloves occupy the same area OBe after the other without rem·oving one of them from the table and reflecting it
through the third dimension.

The same thing can happen in

our three dimensional world.
To continue with the gloves example, one would set
up the :problem by closing the entrance to the gloves so that
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one could not turn them wrong side out.

Since one glove is

left handed and the other is right, the problem is to change
the left handed glove into a right handed glove without
doing any physical damage to it.

From

analo~

this task

would be very easy with the fourth dimension because just
as a right handed area (two-dimensional) could be transferred to a left handed area through a reflection in the
third dimension, a right handed volume could be transferred to a left handed volume by a'reflection through the
fourth dimension.

If a four dimensional being existed, he

would pick it up; turn it over in the fourth dimension, and
replace it in the three dimensional space.
If to this point we seem to be talking about

-

congruence hogwash. let me point out that right and left
handed variations of otherwise similiar forms occur in
nature.

One example is the shell of a gastropod where

upon occasion a specimen will have a shell that curls in
the direction opposite what seems to be the norm making
a left handed spiral instead of a right.

(7. p. 66).

Sometimes there is a change in the structure of the human
body so< that organs which would normally be on the right
are on the left.

Thirdly, it is possible to make the

complete opposite of the dextro form of sugar, synthetically.
This fo'rm of sugar or the laevo form can be made with the
same ch.emical formula but still the opposite orientation: so

-

that mo'st men or beasts cannot consume and utilize the substance.

It would, in fact, take the opposite of each of the
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enzymes present in our body to break down this form of sugar.
(7 ).

There is yet another way to look at the fourth
dimension and that is to look at projections,

A three

dimensional object can be transferred into a two dimensional object by projecting the outline or profile onto a
surface just as a shadow is the projection of a human
being on the floor.

With this in mind, it may be quite

useful to picture what the projection of our four dimensional
overcube would be in three dimensions.
Before we try we will need some guidelines to follow
and so we will now mentally project a shadow from a glass
box by placing a light on the axis of symmetry through two

-

opposite sides of the box.

The projection that would appear

on a screen would be a small square inside a larger square
with an equal distance separating them on all sides.

Ad-

ditional lines would connect the corners of the inside box
with the corresponding corners of the outside box.
The fourth dimensional projection into three dimensions would simply be a three dimensional model with a small
cube surrounded by a larger cube with the same distance on
each side.

Lines would then connect each of the eight cor-

ners of the inside cube with its corresponding corner on the
outside cube.

The total model would be similiar to a cub-

ical box-kite.

-

Even though we have not actually seen the fourth
dimension. we have a very real feeling for what it is and
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what it can do for us mathematically,

It is basically the

geometrical interpretation of an algebraic equation involving
four variables.
Parallax and Man's Scope
The dimension man lives in, is in some respects a
debatable question.

Considering certain limited modes of

transportation he could be viewed as a one. two. or three
dimensional being.

This is the topic I would like to dis-

cuss in this section.
To lead into the discussion, however. it might be
interesting to consider some ideas which seem almost totally
off the subject.

When a man first opens his eyes in this

world he sees something entirely foreign.

In front of him

is a two dimensional screen full of shapes, colors, and
shadows or tints that he must at least start to make some
sense out of before he can start to communicate and learn
about more abstract ideas.

He must in the first years of

his life take clues out of his experience and compile his
own ideas about the distance to an object, its size, and
how it relates to the other objects in his field of vision.
In other words, he infers three dimensional sight from his
two dimensional image on the retina of the eye.

This is

similiar to one inferring depth and reality in viewing a
motion picture.
On the other hand, all objects are three dimensional
or else they are nonexistent in man's experience.

We assume

that an. object. the shape of a piece of paper, approximates
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a plane but in reality we know that a plane has no third
dimension and so technically a piece of paper will not
suffice because it has thickness.

When one tries to con-

dense the piece of paper down to no thickness, we have a
greater approximation of a plane but by the time the object - ;a plane - is reached then the paper we had does not
exist anymore.

In conclusion we may physically deduce

that not only are we limited to three dimensions on the
higher space side but also on the lower side.

The very

discussion of the fourth dimension reduces to a game of the
imqination.
We will now direct our attention to the special
case in which man is a one dimensional being.

-

We will not

need to invent strange limitations but rather imagine ourself bo.arding a passenger train.
A passenger train is an example of a one dimensional
entity. in a sense, because one who boarded at Chicago can
be told his current position by one number representing the
number of units or miles he has traveled from Chicago.

If

he is a:rudous about his destination, on the other hand, it
would s,eem perfectly correct, to offer the information in
miles from New York by assuming that his destination was
the zer'o point.

In any case t the width and heighth of the

train hlas a very small magnitude as compared to the length
of the ride on the train.

His status at any time could be

represented by one number corresponding to the milepost at
that point.
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To get a two dimensional space we need a surface on
which t,o do our traveling.

This will give us more freedom

in which to do our traveling.

As an example, take an auto-

mobile ,on the North American continent.

By traveling a

given distance north or south and then any given distance
east or west, it is possible to reach any other point on
the con'tinent.

This idea has been used to help guide

people along highways in large towns, and in general for
all dir,ections on the face of the earth.
Things as subtle as ones' own address may reflect
this type of system.

For example, if one lived at 1320

West 102nd street in a given city, this could mean that he
lives on the l02nd street north of center and then one
thousand three hundred and twenty houses west of the central
axis of the street.

The advantages to this kind of system

are tha't it can be expanded to cover any city no matter how
big, of:fer a degree of certainty to one traveling in the
city, and offer efficiency for emergency vehicles.
In order to have three dimensions, we need only
learn to fly.

Once airborne it becomes necessary for the

pilot to give three numbers in order to exactly locate his
positioJ'.

The system that would come first to mind would

be a combination of the latitude-longitude system as defined by imaginary lines on the earths surface plus the
number representing the altitude, usually in feet above
sea level, of the craft.
A similiar system works very nicely if more than
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one person were to live at the address we used for our
example in the two dimensional case.

Instead of living at

1320 West 102nd Street we might need to include information
that we lived on the third floor.

Our complete description

of our abode might then be Apartment 314, 1320 West 102nd
street :meaning that we lived in apartment 14 on the third
floor at 1320 houses west of the middle along the street
102 streets north of the central axis of town.
The idea that the world is round has not always
been within the realm of thought of man.

The stories of

Columbus and Magellan immediately come to mind as man tried
to prove once and for all that the world is round.

As the

stories go, Columbus first set out to find the east by

-

traveling west and found a stumbling block which caused him
never to prove his theory.

It was, therefore. left for

Magellan to prove the world is round, a feat his crew accomplished by sailing around the southern tip of South
America and back to Europe by way of the Phillipines and
spice islands.
Had people had more faith in the various observations that were made in a limited locale of Europe. the
theory of the earth being a sphere could have been proven
to them much easier and earlier.

Aristotle in the pre-

Christian era noticed that ships sailing toward the harbor
could first be spotted in the distance by the mast, which

-

seemed to grow right out of the water until the entire ship
could be seen.

To explain this, one could quite naturally
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come to the conclusion that the ship was coming over a
curved surface on a much larger scale than the slope of a
gradual hill.

It was probably only the small concept of

the size of the world that would not allow the public to
accept the spherical theory at this point.
Another way man might have shown that the earth
was round was by measurement of the sun's deviation from
the normal at two points on the surface north and south.
If the earth were flat the angle of the sun from normal
at two cities would be related by the law of cosines.
Measurements to show this, however, showed that a city to
the north of a reference city would have an angle of deviation greater than the law of cosines predicts.

-

This is

accounted for, at least today, by the curvature of the earth.
To this point we have confined our discussion to the
surface of the earth.

Although sometimes difficult. the

measurements we need to take may be restricted to ones done
with li:near measurement devices.

First as a matter of con-

venience and later from necessity, the idea of parallax
was developed.

Basically the idea behind parallax is to

focus and temporarily fix two telescopes on a distant object.

Three measurements are then taken, the first two

are the angles the telescopes deviate from the line joining
the two of them and the third is the distance between the
telesco:pes.

A triangle has thus been formed with two angles

and a s.i.de between them known.

A couple of easy geometrical

relations will then allow the computation of the distance
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from tht9 obj ect to the center point between the two telescopes.
A use of parallax is made without realization by
every human being with sight.

It answers the same problem

we posed for the baby when he first began to see and by
experience to learn to judge distances.

Generally the

muscles of the eyes convey the angles involved automatically
to the 'brain without a measurement in degrees.

The sep-

aration of the telescopes, in this case the eyes, is constant
and realized through experience so that our depth perception
is indeed a type of parallax.
The idea was also used by sailors on the open sea
when a :measurement of a distant enemy ship was needed.
-.

In

this case the naked eye would not suffice because the distance w,as so great that whether the dista.nt ship was three
miles or five miles away the eyes were still essentially
straight ahead.

The problem is solved when a telescope at

the front of the ship could measure an angle and a telescope at the back of the ship could measure the other angle.
The deviation would be enough to compute the distance.
This was especially useful before the invention of radar,
which could be used to make the measurement faster and more
accurately.
In order to measure the distance to a star, we must
deal with a separation far greater than the one for a ship.
It will be necessary only to increase the distance between
the two angles so that a deviation from 90 0 can be detected.
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This

C~l

be done with two distant telescopes at the same

time as in the example with the ship or we can use the
Sflm,e

telescope twice provided that we move the telescope

in a time short enough that the earth has not changed
position by a great degree with respect to the star.
This may be accomplished because it takes weeks
for most stars to move a small distance in the sky and the
telescope can be at two very distant points (far east to
far west) in the time of one night.

This has been done

repeatedly to get measurements of distances to stars light
years away and yet quite near to us in the sense of the
known universe.
Galaxies other than ours and stars outside of the
Milky Way star system of which we are a part. may need an
even wider distance between the telescopes.

Since this

great distance means a longer time, in fact years, to change
the effective relationship of the earth to the star. two
measurements can be made a half a year apart and thus the
diameter of the orbit of the earth.

T)lis technique will,

therefore, measure a vast number of stars and star systems
far out into the universe.
At this point it seems that we have lost contact
wi th

tht~

fourth dimension.

Unfortunately we need the fore-

going ideas plus what is to be considered next to develop
a rather startling concept of what our universe could look
like.

'Phe additional element may be expounded as the

riddle , 'When are the sums of the angles of a triangle
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greater than 180 0 •

•

The answer although not at all obvious by looking
at a triangle on a piece of paper is when the triangle is
curved.

To understand what is meant, we could take a look

at a globe.

Notice that there are several triangles drawn

on the surface bounded by the lines of longitude intersecting at a pole and the equator.

The angles at the

intersection of the equator and the longitudes are each
90 0 so that just the two angles at the equator add to 180 0 •
The third angle no matter how large or small would make
the sum of the angles of the triangle greater than 180 0
and thus satisfy the riddle.
Suppose we could take a more accurate measurement
of a body's distance from earth using a method other than
parallax.

As we mentioned before, the sailors used radar

to improve their accuracy.

To measure distances in space

the sound waves of radar would be much too slow to get a
measurement and be practical.

The laser beam can be used

almost in the same way to measure distances in space by
bouncing the wave off of a spatial body and thus check the
distance measured with parallax.
If the more accurate measurement with the laser
showed that the distance to an already measured star was
much less than previously thought, it would prove that the
angles of our parallax triangle for the star were bigger.
We might be forced under such circumstances to conclude
that the sum of the angles of our triangle was greater
than 180 0 and thus that the light rays we used in the parallax
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are cur"l7ed.
This is analogous to the longitudinal lines on our
globe where the two dimensional surface is curved through
three dimensions.

The ultimate conclusion one would come

to is that our own three dimensional universe is curved.
obviously, through the fourth dimension.
At the present, to my knowledge, such calculations
have not been made.

The theory behind the method of doing

so is sound and may take place in the future.
Time As A Fourth Dimension
So far in our discussion we have been looking for a
dimension much like the other dimensions we already know.

-

It would seem normal to require that the fourth dimension
be similiar to the other three, but perhaps requiring it to
be measured with a yardstick is too strict an interpretation.
Maybe the fourth dimension we have been seeking in outer
space is not tha.t far away, but rather is around us at this
very instant and has been recognized in a quite different
light for centuries.

Perhaps a fourth dimension is time.

Minkowski was quoted in the American Mathematical Mon.thly (4) in 1926.

"Nobody has ever noticed a

place. except at a time, or a time except at a place."
The two are in many ways inseparable and one may be an
improvement over the other in certain instances.

For

example when one asks how far it is to a place, it is
generally accepted in the United states to quote the time it
takes to get there under norma.l conditions.

To quote the
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number ,of miles to a place through the mountains by a
"shortcut" may be very misleading when it takes longer to
go over the backroads than many miles by the highway.
The interrelationship between space and time is
also ap:parent in units of distance.

The light year is de-

fined as that distance which light would travel in the time
of a terrestrial year.

A second, a minute, an hour are

fractions of a day which is the measurement of time in
which a point on the earth's surface moves and comes back
to its same position relative to the sun.

Within a day the

point has also traveled a certain distance equal to the circumfere:nce of a circle about the earth parallel to the

-

equator.

The seasons are time units which correspond to

the tilt of the earth relative to the orbit of the earth
about t:h.e sun and set up the tropic of cancer and the tropic
of capricorn as distant limits for the sun to "deviate" from
the equator.

The year is the amount of time required for

the earth to move about the sun the distance of one revolution, and the month wa,s originally set up to be the equivalent
measurement of the moon's motion about the earth.

All are

time unlts but in another aspect measurements of distance.
Einstein with his theory of relativity, simply formulated a system which capitalized on the idea of the inseparability
of length and time and formulated rules dictated by the speed
of light.
Einstein pointed out that what one perceived was
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dependent on where one stood in relationship to the occurence being observed.

To get an example of this phenomenon

suppose first of all that your are riding on a. flat bed truck,
and once going at a constant speed, you drop an object and
it drops to the bed of the truck in a straight line according
to free fall.

Now to see something quite different. have a

friend perform the same motion as the truck passes you on the
ground.

If he drops the object at the exact instant he is

in front of you, you will see the ball leave his hand and
follow the path of a parabola to the bed of the truck as it
travels on down the road.

The path would obviously not be a

straight line even though it would strike exactly the same

-

spot on the truck as before.
The explanation of the differences between the examples
lies in the idea of a reference frame.
object

'~as

dropped with no velocity relative to the truck or

first r·eference frame.
expe~iment

When on the truck the

In the ca.se where the friend did the

the object had acquired the same speed as the truck

relativ·e to the ground and so it followed a trajectory similar to that of an object thrown with the same velocity as
the truck.
This explanation works fine for small velocities
between the reference frames.

It is not so obvious to the

layman, however, that the same kind of argument can have quite
strong effects on the parameters when objects approach the
speed of light.

Einstein's theories set up the velocity of

2)

light a::; the ultimate maximum speed of anything in human
existenc:e.

His postulates were. "I.

motion cannot be detected.

II.

Absolute, uniform

The speed of light is

indepencient of the motion of the source. II

(1). p. 1).

These p4)stulates led to the ideas of time dilation, length
contraction; and simultaneity.
The theory behind these ideas of relativity is
much t04::> involved to discuss here.

The theory that led

to them showed for example that Maxwell's equations and
some of the paradoxes that Maxwell left unexplained made
sense with the theory of relativity.
Let us return now to the restriction of living in
a plane as we did earlier in the paper.

-

If we lived on a

surface with infinite width and length but no depth and a
figure from the third dimension passed through our world,
we would envision something quite different from that seen
from a ·three dimensional reference point.
were a

:~phere,

If the object

it would appear first as a point and then

start expanding into larger and larger circles until it
reached a maximum.

The maximum would be a great circle of

the sphere containing a diameter of the sphere and then the
circle "Quld get smaller and smaller and decrease to the size
of a po:lnt before finally disappearing from sight.
There are similiarities to this in the existence of
living things.

Life has very small beginnings in a seed or

embryo

~U1d

expands and matures until its ultimate adult

form.

It then dies and decomposes to a point of nonexistence.
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-

The greu.t circle of the sphere could be analogous to perhaps
the most productive years of ones life, with birth and death
on each side of the productivity analogous to the beginning
and ending of the sphere in the two dimensional space.

Time,

again, becomes the fourth dimension as the body varies its
size to maturity and finally passes away into memory at
death.
To accept tha.t time is the fourth dimension, we
stated 4aarlier. we would hope that it possess all the qualities of the other dimensions evan though it need not be
measured with a yardstick.
argumen't loses ground.
directil:m.

This is one place where the

Time is a dimension only in one

It is impossible, at lea.st as far as we know,

to go b::tck in time.

Wi th the other dimensions we were able

to go in opposite directions along a continuum.

Perhaps

this fei:tture of time is, again, a limitation of our senses
just as the acceptance of the fourth dimension wa.s shaky
before we began our discussion.

It does not and should

not inju.re the arguments in the limited applications cited,
provided the limitations are understood, but it is difficult
to

allo,~

time to be a dimension of equal importance to the

other three.
These ideas are startling and strange to ponder, but
our purpose is complete.

Time under the right restrictions

offers ::tnother dimension, physically to our very existence.

-

Time is apparently similiar to distance as shown by the correspond45!nce between time and distance in the international
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system lOf units.

The completeness offered by relativity

and the union of space and time into the space - time continuum

t~annot

be refuted for the physicist.

Time then, it

may be argued, is a limited form of the fourth dimension.
Blackholes
Einstein's theory of relativity did not complete the
work of science.

Even though he helped explain many things

that pr,eviously could not be understood, using classical
mechanit~s,

his theory predicted some things that had not

been ob:3erved and the test of time will see if his theory
adequattely describes all phenomenon yet to be studied.
One occurance predicted as a general result of
Einstei]~

and his followers work was the existence of blem-

ishes ill the cosmos.

The idea of relativity led to the

theory of the existence of blackholes.
Blackholes are basically spatial objects of extreme
mass in a small space.

Their density creates magnetic and

gravitational forces so great that they could draw other
bodies

I~d

engulf them.

several theories about their origin

have been formulated.
One theory is that a very large star in space has
had an internal explosion and thus ended its existence.
Instead of scattering the mass of the star as it terminated,
the

mas~:;

point.

contracted and concentrated itself almost to a
This extreme density then sets up the forces mentioned

earlier so that it draws light and matter tha.t comes into its
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intense force field almost like a whirlpool draws objects
on a body of water into the deep.
One question that arises concerns wha.t happens to
the energy consumed by the blackhole.

Some theories a.t

this point say that it converts it into energy much like
what we know and sends it out into the universe again.
This idea views the blackhole as a porthole between two
portions of the universe or a place where the universe
curves back upon itself.

In this view the blackhole could

be the back side of a star absorbing energy and expelling
it again in the form of light.
The way this concerns the fourth dimension is analogous to the Klein bottle which takes an ordinary bottle

--

and bends the neck through the side so tha.t the rim joins
the bottom from the inside without going through the perimeter of the bottle.

This sounds like a contradiction

within our experience, but consider the idea of the Mobius
Strip in three dimensions.
A model may be made by taking a long strip of paper
and twisting it 180 0 before attaching the two ends together
so tha.t the back of the paper joins the front of the paper
at the connection.

If we assumed that we were inhabitants

of the two dimensional Mobius Strip, the shape of our world
would not be apparent to us.

Traveling around the strip,

we find that we could return to our original position, but
we would also have the opposite orientation with respect to
our surroundings.

During the travel, one would assume tha.t
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he were going in the same direction with reference to the
strip, but from a three dimensional reference one sees the
Mobius band as circular and twisted resulting in the return to the starting point in the opposite orientation.
Traveling in the Klein bottle might involve a similiar
twist through the fourth dimension as we went out the neck
of the bottle and came in the bottom.

The important point

is that one can travel through the neck of the bottle and
remain inside but end up in quite a different part of the
bottle.

I assert that the blackhole could bend this universe

back upt:m itself through a star.
There is nothing, however, that requires the blackhole to send its energy into this universe.
.-

It could be a

connectIon between this universe and one just as vast •
This theory is just as faulty without the fourth
dimensi,on.

It assumes that there are two universes.

A

univers,e, however. is three dimensional encompassing all
and so to get from one to another or even assume the existence of a second. a fourth direction must separate them
and thus again we have the fourth dimension.
We have shown that a fourth dimension would have
to exist if the three dimensional universe were curved
giving us triangles with angle sums greater than 180 0 •

It

would have to exist if the blackhole curved the universe
onto itself.

-

In the last analysis these two occurrences

could be related because the Klein bottle picture from the
blackhole could give rise to the specific triangles needed
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to show the curvature of the universe in the parallax method.
The theory will probably never be proven or disproven.
At least the proof is a long time off because man must first
gain

th~~

knowledge to explore large distances in the cosmos

without losing his data.

The hope of survival as one passes

through a blackhole, if man chooses to make the trip. does
not seem to have any foundation.

The idea of our universe

twisting back on itself remains an interesting puzzle.
The Supernatural
The last section of my paper is purely unmathematical.
It deal::; with the supernatural and a spirit's possible domain.
If spirits exist, and that is debatabLe for some, the most
probabh~

habitat with what we know now would be the fourth

dimensic:m.

They could appear and disappear in our existence

as easy as we pass through a plane.
Things that are awe inspiring in the Bible are easily
explainl~d

with this theory.

Heaven could be as close to us

as ones finger tips and yet impossible for us to enter in the
human fc)rm of three dimensional existence.

Spiri ts could

interact with us at their will and retreat to sa.fety along
the fourth dimension.

The ascension into heaven could have

taken the spirit of Christ and removed it out of our three
dimensional existence and into heaven with the ease of a
sphere going through a plane as described in the section on
time.

With the fourth dimension much would be explained

about the unknown of supernatural beings.
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As I mentioned earlier, there is question in some
peoples minds if supernatural beings exist.

For this argu-

ment we might point out that two dimensional worlds as in
Flatland..

A Romance of Many Dimensions (1) and along the

Mobius Strip have been invented by us to help explain the
phenome:non we described.

No one has ever seen a two dimen-

sional object, much less a two dimensional world with two
dimensional beings.

This fact gives rise to strong argu-

ment that four dimensional beings do not exist.

If they did,

it would seem that they would be just as restricted from
meeting us as we seem to be in affecting the supernatural's
lives or the lives of the two dimensional being.
The supernatural being, therefore, will remain a
topic of debate.

The possibility of proving the fourth di-

mension with the arguments of human - spirit contact is
shadowy, because there seems to be nothing to scientifically
measure.

Scientific explanation, on the other hand, is not

completely hallowed and so we cannot disprove anyones beliefs
with this argument.
The supernatural subheading of the fourth dimension
is, therefore, an interesting outgrowth of the mathematical
abstraction.
Conclusion
The fourth dimension is a recreation with some very
serious overtones present.

The thoughts that man has grouped

together are varied and at the same time interestingly related.

One would not have guessed that such an innocent
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mathematical abstraction could have such far reaching effects.

The answers may not be complete, the questions

probably haven't all been asked, but we have talked about
the

fou~th

dimension.

We have discussed the geometrical

idea from the existence of equations of four variables
which has been used or misused to explain things we cannot see.
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